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is produced a disc-like coagulation ; their number rapidly 
increases, and this particular condensation becomes the embryo 
strictly so called, while the remainder of the blastoderm 
serves only for its nourishment The embryo soon begins 
to broaden into the form of a biscuit. Three leaves or layers of 
cellules can be distinguished, superposed like envelopes upon 
each other, and each having its particular place in the construe· 
tion of the living being ; from the exterior leaf is formed the 
epidermis and the central parts of the nervous system, the spinal 
marrow and the brain ; from the central layer is formed the in
terior membrane which lines the digestive canal from the mouth 

heredity and adaptation, while no opponent of the theory of 
evolution has ever been able to account for it in a natural and 
philosophic manner. Haeckel concludes from this that we 
shall be compelled to admit Lamarck's theory of evolution if we 
are not led to accept Darwin's theory of selection. ' 
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to the anus, with all the glands that are attached to it (the lungs, Royal Society, Feb. zo.-" On the Anatomy of the Land 
the liver, the salivary glands, &c.); the intermediate layer is the Planarians of Ceylon." By H. N, Moseley, M.A., Exeter Col-
source of all the other organs. lege, Oxford. 

The processes by which the three of cellules give birth Two new species of Land Planarians from Ceylon are described 
to the most complicated organs can all be reduced-( I) To new as belonging to the genus Bipalium (Stimpson), B. Ceres the 
segmentations, and consequently to an increase in the number of other to that of Rynchodemus, R. Thwaitesii. - ' 
the cells ; (2) To the division of labour or the differentiation of With regard to the habits. of Bipalium, the most interesting 
these cellules ; (3) To the combination of these cellules, diffe- facts noted are that these ammals use a thread of their body. 
rently developed. The cellules which comprise a living orga· slime for suspension in air, as aquatic Planarians . were ob
nism may thus be compared to the citizens of a state, some of served to do for their suspension in water by Sir J. Dalyell and 
whom have one set of functions to perform, others another; the cellar-sing does for its suspension in air. The of 
the division of labour, and the organic perfection which results the Planarians was studied by means of vertical and longitudinal 
from it, enables the state to accomplish certain undertakings sections from hardened specimens. The skin in Bipalium and 
which would be impossible to isolate4 individuals. Every living Ryttchodemus closely conforms to the Planarian type, but is more 
organism composed of many cellules resembles a sort of republic perfectly differentiated histologically than in aquatic species and 
capable of accomplishing certain organic functions, which could approaches that of the leech in the distribution, colour ' and 
not be discharged by a single cell, an ama:ba, or a monocellular structure of its pigment, and especially in the arrangement 'of the 
plant. No rational mind would seek to explain by superhuman glandular system. The superficial and deep glandular systems of 
intervention the public weal which accrues to political society, the leech are both here represented. In B. Ceres peculiar glan
from the harmony of particular actions ; so also in the organism, dular structures exist, which may foreshadow the segmental 
all the adaptations to ends ought to be regarded as the natural organs of Annelids, it being remembered that these segmental 
and necessary consequence of co-operation, of the differentiation organs are solid in an early stage of development. Rod-like 
and the perfection of the cellules, and not as the intentional work bodies are ]?resent in though, singularly enough, Max 
of a supernatural wilL Schultze failed to find any m Geoplana. These rod-like bodif's 

Until the brain begins to show itself distinctly, it is scarcely are. probably homologous with the nail-like bodies of Nemer· 
possible to recognise any difference between the embryos of the tines ; and it is possible that the setre of Annelids are modifica· 
different vertebrata, or at least of the three superior classes- lions of them. 
reptiles, birds, and mammals. Why, then, should any one now The muscular arrangement inBipalium, which is very complex 
refuse to admit the most important consequence of the theory of throws great light on the homologies between the muscular 
evolution, according to which men have descended from simious of Turbdlaria and those of other Vermes. Iu Bipalium there 
or even inferior mammal.s? Are the phenomena of the develop- is an external circular muscular coat, which even presents the 
ment of the individual man, the eadiest characteristics of which same imbricated structure which is found in it i..• leeches and other 
are given above, less marvellous? Is it not in the highest degree / worms. In Dmdroca:lum lacteutn there is also an external circu
astonishing that all the vertebrate animals, belonging to the most lar coat. In cases where a distinct external circular muscular 
diverse classes-fishes, amphibia, reptiles, birds, and mammals coatis absent, it is represented by a thick membrane, which is 
·-cannot, in the earliest stages of their embryonic development, very probab.ly contractile. All Tm·bellarians are built on the 
be distinguished from each other, and that even at a much later same essential type, as regards muscular arrangement, as are 
stage, when reptiles and birds are distinctly separated from other worms. The general muscular arrangements in the bodies 
mammalia, man and the dog are still almost identical? The of the Bipalium and Rynchodemus have become much modified 
development of the individual (ontogenesis) is as difficult to ex- from of flat Planarians by the pinching together and con. 
plain as that of the species (Phylogenesis). It may be even said densat10n of the body, but they are nevertheless referable to the 
that it is still more so, seeing that it has an infinitely shorter time same type. 
in which to be accomplished. The former is nothing more than The digestive tract consists of three tubes, one anterior two 
a compact reproduction of the latter, and Haeckel rightly finds posterior, as in other Planarians, and as in the embryo 'leech 
in this parallelism the most incontestible proof in favour of the before _the formation of the anus. Characteristic of land Plana. 
theory of evolutioiL Man and the superior vertebrata reproduce rians, and consequent on the condensation of the body, is the 
in the earlier phases of their development conditions which last absence of all diverticulre from the inner aspects of the two pas
through the life of the lower orders of fishes ; they then pass into terior digestive tubes. The close approximation of the intestinal 
forms which are characteristic of the amphibia; the marks of the diverticula in Bipalium and Rhynchodemus, and the reduction 
mammalia appear only at a later stage, and even here are dis- of intervening tissue to a mere membranous septum, is very 
covered a succession of degrees which correspond to the charac- stnking, and seems to foreshadow the condition of things in 
ters of different species or families. It is the same order in Annelids. The great difference in the form of the mouth in 
which the palreontological history of the earth shows us the suc· Rhynchodemus and Bipalium is also remarkable, considering the 
cessive production of the different animal forms-first the fishes, many points in which these forms are closely allied. 
then the amphibia, next the inferior mammals, and last the A pair water-vascular trunks, or, they are here 
superior mammals. termed, pnmttive Tascular trunks, are consptcuous objects in 

Side by side with these orders of ev.olution there is a sections of the bodic;s_ of.Bipal_ium and Rh;ynchodmzus. 
third parallel with them : it IS that IS found particu· A peculiar network of c<.:mnecttve IS charactenstic of these 
larly expounded in the works of CuVIer, Goethe, Meckel, canals . on section, and IS to present exactly 
Johannes Muller, Gegenbaur, Huxley, and forms the subject of SlDlilar fea!'Jres tn Leptoplana trenzdlans, Dmdroca:lum lacteum 
comparative anatomy. This science seeks to determine what is f!othnocl!fhaltfs latus. The close agreement in the relativ; 
common to the forms of different species, and studies living posttion of the OVIducts to the vascular canals in Dendroca:!u11t 
beings from the point of view of the of In and land The nerves ar<l 
this respect also we find that fishes, amphibta, and the mferior ganglia. of Plananans he Wlthm the pnnntlve vascular system, as 
mammals stand in the same relation to man as from the stand· do the corresponding structures within the primitive body-cavity 
point of embryonic evolution and of palreontology. Now, this of the leech. 
triple parallelism of individual development, of palreontological A marine Planarian was found to contain hremoglobin. 
development, and of systematic development, is completely In. Btpalz'um there are a series of separate testes disposed in 
explained by the theory of transformation, by the laws of patrs; as in the leech. In Rhynchodemus. the testicular cavities 
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are more closely packed, and follow no such. de.finite arrange-
nt The ovaries are simple sacs in both Bzpaltum and Rhyn

d:d;mus and are placed very far forwards in the head, a 
long from the uterus. In Bipaliun_z, short 
given off from the posterior positions of.the <:lVlduct are the rudi
ments of a ramified ovary, such as extsts m lac
teum. The organs described as nervous ganglta by Bl:'nchard 
in Polycladus are almost certain! y its testes and ovanes1 and 
therefore the arrangement of these bodies in Polycladus IS the 
same as that in Bipalium. · f 

The nervous system is ill defined, but appears o a 
network of fibres without ganglion·cells, which lies Withm the 
primitive vascular canals. . . . 

Numerous eye-spots are presented m Btpalzum, most of 
being grouped in certain regions in the head, but some few bemg 
found all over the upper surface of the body, even down to the 
tail. In two eyes only present .. All grada
tions would appear to exist between the s1mple umcellular eye-

t of B ipalium and the more complex eye of Leptoplana . or 
where the lens is split up into a series of rod·hke 

bodies, forming apparently a stage towards the compound eyes 

of Articulata. · l" · · · 
In considering the general anatomy of Btpa zum, It IS Impos-

sible to help being struck by the many pomts of 
b tween this animal and a leech. Mr. Herbert Spencer m 
hfs "Principles of Biology," placed a gulf between Plananans 
and leeches by denoting the former as the as 
tertiary aggregates, so called because . consisttng of a senes of 
secondary aggregates formed one behmd other by. a 
of budding. It is obvious, . ho':Vever, that a leech IS dirc;,ctly 
comparable to a single Bipaltum. The pairs of te.tes, 
the position of the intromittent generative . organs, the. septa of 
the digestive tract and most of all, the patr of postenor creca, 
are evidently in the two animals. Further, were 
leeches really tertiary aggregates, the f3;ct surely come out 
in their development, or at least some mdicatton of the mode.of 

·their genesis would survive in the development of some 
Such, however, is not the case .. The young worm or leech IS at 
first unsegmented like a Plananan, and the traces of segment:<
tion appear in it, just as do the protovertebrre m 
vertebrates which Mr. SpencEr calls secondary aggregates. If 
Mr. Spencer's hypothesis was we should. expect to find 
at least some Annelid developmg tts segments m the egg as a 
series of buds. It is not, of course, here meant. be 
that Annelids are not sometimes in a conditiOn of 
aggregation, as 1Vai.r certainly is when in a buddmg. cona.Itwn, 
uut that ordinarily they are secondary and not terttary aggre· 
gates, and if so, then so abo are . 

"On a new Locality of and on a 
new hydrated Aluminium and Lithium Phosphate. By M. 
Des Cloizeaux. 

Geological Society, Feb. 5, W . J!.R.S., 
vice-president, in the chair. The followmg wa;; 
read:-" On the Oolites of II. 
By Samuel Sharp, F. G. S. In the first po.rt of thts memOir the 
succession of beds in the neighbourhood of Northampton was 
shown to be as follows :-

Oolite. 
Clay with Ferrugmous Band .. . 

("Upper Estuarine") .. . 
Line of Unconformity. 

l 
Sand with Plant Bed ......... . .. ! 

Northampton . ("Lower Estuarine") · · · Inferior Oolite. 
Sand Vanable Beds ..... . .. . .. ...... . .. . 

Ironstone Beds . .. ....... .. ..... . 
Upper Lias Clay. 

The Great Oolite limestone of this . section has been con
founded, even up to the present time, a limestone (frequently 
Oolitic) which occurs between Kettermg and Stamford, ts pre
valent about the latter town, extends through Rutland and Lin
colnshire (where it attains a thickness ·exceeding 200 feet) and 
into Yorkshire, which limestone .has been distinguished by Mr. 
Judd as the "Lincolnshire limestone." The object of the author 
was to show that these two limestones were distinct, and that 
while the former was of ilie Great Oolite period, the latter as 
certainly belonged the Inferior· 9olite! and in citing 
in proof of this position upon stratigraphical and palreontologtcal 
grounds, he gave. a account. of the geology of the northern 

division of N orthamptonshire, illustrating his description by the 
exhibition of numerous fossils gathered from the various beds 
and localities referred to. Between Northampton and Kettering, 
the Great Oolite limestone is the surface rock ; and intersecting 
valleys upon that line, and the escarpment of the I se valley, a 
mile east of Kettering, exhibit this sequence of beds :-

Great Oolite . . . . . . Limestone. 
Upper E stuarine Clays. 

Oolite ... Lower Estuarine Beds I Northampton 
Ferruginous Beds .. .... ) Sand. 

U p'per .. . Clay. 
And this section. with the successive superaddition of Great 
Oohte, Clay, Cornbrash, Kelloway Rock, and Oxford Clay, is 
continued due east across the country to the Valley of the N ene, 
and on into Huntingdonshire. Upon the same Ise escarpment, 
about a mile norlli-east of Kettering, the thin end of the wedge 

· of the Lincolnshire limestone is seen to come in ; and this 
sequence, for the first time, is presented :-

Great Oolite . . . . . . Limestone. 
Upper Estuarine Clays. 

Oolite ... LINCOLNSHIRE LIMESTONE (very thin). 
, Lower E stuarine Beds I Northampton 
, , F erruginous Beds .. . . . I Sand. 

Upper Lias... ...... Clay. 

The same sequence, with the occasional superaddition of the 
Great Oolite Clay, was shown to be repeated upon the western 
escarpment of the Ise, at Glendon, Barford Bridge, near Rock
ingham at Weekly, and at Geddington (the Lincolnshire lime
stone increasing in thickness at every advance), and to occur 
over and over again upon innumerable escarpments in the 
counties of Northampton, Rutland, Lincoln, and York, offering 
unmistakeable and incontrovertible evidence of the true strati
graphical position of the Lincolnshire limestone. 

February 21.-Annual General Meeting. His Grace the Duke 
of Argyll, K.T., F.R.S., president, in the chair. The Secretary 
read the Reports of the Council, an:! of the Library and Museum 
Committee. The general position of the Society was described 
as satisfactory, and the number of Fellows is said to have 
essentially increased. 

In presenting the Wollaston Gold Medal to Sir Philip de 
Malpas Grey·Egerton, Bart, F . R.S., F.G.S., the president 
spoke as follows:-" Sir Philip Egerton,-! consider myself 
fortunate in being the organ of the Geological Society in pre
sentiug you with the \Vollaston Medal, which has been awarded 
to you by the Council for the present year. The eminent ser
vices which you have rendered to geology during a period now 
extending over forty years have long been familiar to scientific 
men, and have given you more than a European reputation. 
These services have been so great and so universally recognised, 
that the only difficulty I now have is not in assigning grounds 
for the vote which I have the pleasure of announcing, but in ex
plaining why it has been so long delayed. That delay has been 
occasioned, I believe, solely by the fact that you have yourself 
been so long an honoured member of the Council whose duty it 
is to consider the claims of geologists for the honours of this 
Society ; and whatever influence you have had in that body has 
doubtless been exerted in favour of others to the exclusion o! 
yourself. It is at least some compensation for the loss which 
the Council sustains in your absence that it is now able to accord 
a recognition which has long been due. The many papers 
which you have contributed to this Society from 1833 down to 
the present time are a sufficient indication of the wide range of 
your observations. But the special attention you have bestowed, 
and the light you have ilirown on the structure and affinities of 
fossil fishes and reptiies, have been of the highest and 
have formed in the aggregate a most important contribution to 
our knowledge of the history of organic life. I have the highest 
pleasure in now handing to you the Wollaston Medal." 

Sir Philip Egerton, in reply, said :-"My Lord President, 
I know not whether it is owing to the , poverty of the English 
language or to my l!nskilfulness in use of it, but I am quite at a 
loss for words adequate to express my appreciation of the great 
and unexpected honour conferred upon me by the award of the 
\ll[ollaston Medal, and for appropriate terms to convey to 
your Grace my acknowledgments of the kind, but too 
flattering terms you have used in communicating the decision of 
the Cotmcil; and my embarrassment is increased by the con
sciousness that, in comparison with those illustrious names 
which already adorn the Wollaston roll, I am quite unworthy 
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that of the Morse telegraph instrument as worked in America. 
The tape is drawn by a clock at the uniform rate of 6 inches 
per hour. As it passes over a l(rooved brass roller, holes are 
punched in it by a sharp steel point, drawn down by an electro
magnet whenever the electric circuit is completed, and drawn 
back by a spiral spring when the contact is broken. There are 
two grooves in the roller and two electro-magnets, one of which 
is worked by the anemometer, and the other by the rain-gauge. 
Thus, when both magnets are in operation, two parallel rows 
of holes are punched in the tape.-" On the Madras Cyclone of 
May 2, 1871,"by Captain H. Toynbee, F.R.A.S. After giving 
extracts from several logs containing data taken during the time of 
the hurricane, and observations taken at the Madras Observa
tory ; the author says it seems fair to conclude that the centre of 
this cyclone passed to the W. and probably to the N. W. between 
the parallels of 10° and 13° N. ; that its route was probably 
much interfered with by the high land to theW. and S.W. of 
Madras ; but that it caused very disturbed weather on the west 
coast of India. The paper concludes with some practical 
suggestions as to how ships might more safely ride out a gale.
" On the character of the storm of August 21 and 23, 1868, over 
the B..ritish Isles," by Captain T. 0. Watson. 

PARIS 

Academy of Sciences, Feb. 17.-M. de Quatrefages, presi
dent, in the chair. A decree of the President of the Republic 
authorising the election of M. Janssen to the Academy was 
read, and M. Janssen admitted. M. Faye read the termination 
of his answer to Fathers Secchi and Tacchini; it was devoted to 
the refutation of Secchi's statement that spots were solar erup
tions and the proof that they were down-rushes caused by 
cyclones.-M. A. Trecul read a paper on the carpellary theory 
as regards Martynia fragmns .-M. A. de Caligny contributed 
a further paper on hydraulic engineering, &c.-Colonel H. 
L evret sent a note on the determination of geographical 
on any elipsoid, and M. Boutin a note on the presence of nitre 
iu Amarantus Blitum; the dried plant contains II ·68 parts per 
cent. by weight of potassic nitrate.-M. T. Tissandier presented 
a description of some meteorological observations made in a 
balloon.-M. L. Hugo sent a note on two antique dodecahe
dra in the Louvre, and M. Brachet two microscope lenses made 
of spinelle ruby; he believes that these will act better than 
the portion of the object-glass which is usually made of crown 
glass. A letter from F. Tacchiai with a drawing of the remarkable 
appearanceofJupiterduring January was received.-M. J. Bour

sent a paper on the matheli)atical theory of Pinaud's experi
ments on the sounds produced by heated tubes.-M. Wurtz 
presented a note from Dr. L. C. de Coppet on the recent 
communications of MM. Gemez and Vander Mensbrugghe on 
super·saturated solutions.-M. Bussy communicated a note from 
1\'I. Lefranc on atractylic acid ; this acid occurs in Atractylis 

L. -MM. Schiitzenberger and Rislersentapoperon 
the oxidtsing power of blood.-The eighth note of M. P. Bert 
on experimental researches on the effect of changes of barometric 
pressure on life, was received.-M. Laboulbene communicated 
a note on the cause of the elevation of central tempera
ture in cases of acute pleurisy, &c.-M. E. Riviere sent a 
note on the pre-historic station of Cape Roux.-From M. Cham
pouillon a note on certain imperfections in the oflictal report on 
recruiting in France was received.-M. Guerin sent a note on 
silkworm disease; he finds that both healthy and unhealthy 
moths lay sound eggs. 

Feb. 24-M. de Quatrefages, president, in the chair.-M. 
Pasteur read a note on M. Comalia's report on silkworm cultiva
tion. M. Pasteur believes that his system of preserving the 
healthy eggs will produce good results .. -M. Dumas reported on 
Mr. Fayrer's book on InBian poison snakes.-M. J. Raulin pre
sented a paper on the silkworm disease, and M. Hugo a note on 
a necklace of polyhedric beads in the Louvre. M. Ed. Weyer a 
note on lefc-handed curves of the sixth order. M. de Rebaucour 
on the cyclic systems, MM. Troost and Hautefeuille on the 
'' solution" of gases in cast and wrought iron and in steeL The 
authors believe that the gases given off in the "boiling" of iron 
::ue due to decompositions in the iron itself.-M. Ch. Violette 
sent a note on the compound of sugar with potassicchloride, 
and M. Grimaux one on· the solidifying points of solutions of 

.acetic anhydride in water.-M. Bidaud sent a note. on the flame 
reaction of boric anhydride. He finds it to be excessively deli
cate, with a coal-gas bunsen flame.-M. L Ranvier sent a paper 
on the regeneration of cut nerves. -MM. D. Tommasi and G.. 

Quesneville on the action of zinc on acetylic chloride ; M. G .. 
Perry, notes on the third ray in triple refracting crystals and on 
the variability of the co-efficient of elasticity and dispersion. 

DIARY 
THURSDAY, MARCH 6. 

RoYAL SocrETV, at 8.3o.-On the Vapour Density of Potas:sium: J. Dewar 
and W. Dittmarr.-On New Sources of Ethyl and Methyl Aniline: J. 
Spiller. 

SociETY OF ANTIQUARIES, at 8.30.-0n the Troad: Sir John Lubbock. 
LINNEAN SoctaTv, at 8.-0n the Perigynium of Carex : G. Bentham. 
CHEMICAL SOCIETY, at 8.-0n the Action of Hydr•chloric Acid on Codeine: 

Dr. C. R A . Wright.-New Process of Mercury Estimation, with some 
Observations on Mercury Salts : P . Hannay.-On a Method of Estimating 
Nitric Acid: T. E. Thorpe -Note on the Action of Acetates upon 
lions of Plumbic Salts, with Remarks on the Solubility of Plumbic Chloride: 
F. Field. 

RoYAL INSTITUTION, at 3.-Forces and Motions of the Body: Prof. 
Rutherford. 

FRIDAY. MARCH 7· 
ROYAL INSTITUTION, at 3.-0n the Temperature of the Sun and the Work 

of Sunlig ht: Jame<; Dewar. 
GEOLOGISTS' AssociATION, at 8 -On the Geology of Brighton: James 

HowelL-On some Fossils from the Margate Chalk: W. Wetherell. 
RoYAL CoLLliGS OF SuRGEONS, at 4.-Extinct Mammals: Prof. Flower. 

SATURDAY. MARCH 8. 
RoYAL INSTITUTION, at 3.-0n the Philosophy of tne Pure Sciences: Prof. 

W. K. Clifford. 
SUNDAY, MARCH 9· 

SuNDAY LECTURE Socmrv, at 4.-The Education of Women: Mrs. 
Fawcett. 

MONDAY, MARCH ro. 
RoYAL CoLLEGR OF SuRGEONS, at 4.-Extlnct :Mammals: Prof. Flower. 
LoNDON INSTITUTION, at 4.-Physicd Geography: Prof. Duncan. 
RoYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SociETY, at 8 30.-Notes of a Journey in Southern 

Formosa : J . Thomson. 
CANTOR LECTURES, at s . ....:...on the Energy of Light, with especial reference 

to the Measurement and Utilisation of it: Rev. Arthur Rigg. 

TUESDAY, MARCH n. 
PHOTOGRAPHI C SociETY, at 8.-0n the Development cfNegatives and 

Col. Stuart \Vortley.-On the Photographic Operations 
for observing the coming Transit of Venus: Lord Lindsay. 

ROYAL lJI!STlTUTION, at 3.-Forces and Motions of the Body: Prof. 
Rutherford. 

JVEDNESDAY, MARCH IZ. 

SoCIETY OF ARTS, at 8.-0u Signalling at Sea, with special reference to 
Signals of Distress : Capt. Colomb. 

GEOLOGICAL SociETY, at 8 -On the Solfatara and some Sulphur-depostts at 
-Kaiamaki, near Corinth: Prof. Ansted.-On the Origin of Clay-ironstone: 
]. Lucas.-Note in vindication of rhombtcmu and Lepido
deodmn gaspianum: Principal Dawson.-Sypopsis of the 
tio.as of New Zealand: Captain F ,V, Hutton 

at 8. 
LoNDON INSTITUTION, at 7.-Frcsco and Si.liceous Painti.ng: Prof. Barff. 
RoYAL CoLLEGE OF SuRGEONS, at 4.-Extincl Mammals: Prof. F1owt!r. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
ENGLISH.-Thc Student's !ianual of Comparative Anatomy and Guide to 

Dissection, P'-rt r, Mammalia: G. H. Morrell, M.A -The Romance of 
Astronomy: R.. K . Miller (Macmillan).-Colymbia (Triibner).-A Course 
of Qualitative Chemical Analysis: W. G. Valentin (Churchili).-·Exalted 
States of the Nervous System. 3rd Edition: R. H . Collyer (Renshaw).
The Story of the Earth and Man: J. W Dawson (Hodder and Stoughton). 

FoREIGN.-Einleitung in die Theoretische Physik: V. Von Lang(Willi;tms 
and Norgate). 
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